COURSE NUMBER and TITLE: PTH 911 Pentecostal Ministry in the 21st Century
CREDIT HOURS: 3
SEMESTER: Summer 2020
COURSE DAY/TIME: June 1 – July 27
LOCATION: Online (Course Commons)

INSTRUCTOR: Charlie Self, Ph.D.
PHONE: 408.307.1339
OFFICE: N/A
EMAIL: selfch@evangel.edu
OFFICE HOURS: by appointment

REQUIRED TEXTS:

Course Requirements:

1. **Weekly engagement** and **active contribution** to online peer-learning environment
2. **Required reading** and **reading reflections**
3. **Reflection essays**: write a 5-7 page reflection paper on two serious challenges and two significant opportunities in your current ministry
4. **Discipleship assessment**: complete and offer a 1-2-page reflection upon the report generated by the assessment

5. **Theme paper**: using class texts and at least five additional bibliographical resources to compose a 15-20 page double-spaced, paper around the theme: “**Looking Ahead: Pentecostal Leadership in the 21st Century-Toward Integration.**”

Details on the course requirements, writing style format, etc. will be a part of the syllabus, which is currently available in D.Min. Central in CANVAS.